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In 2018, the Meramec Hills Chapter had 74 active members that completed
7,457 volunteer hours and 1,196 Advanced Training hours. The chapter
continues to explore new ways to work in the community to foster an appreciation
and awareness of Missouri’s natural resources and outdoor opportunities
available to local residents. The Missouri Master Naturalist program is sponsored
by Missouri Department of Conservation and University of Missouri Extension.
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CHAPTER OUTREACH
During the 2018 calendar year, 44 members re-certified by completing at least 40 hours of volunteer service and
8 hours of advanced training. Since the chapter’s creation in 2005, 105 members have completed their initial
certification, 13 of whom obtained milestone pins in 2018 (1 Silver, 10 Bronze and 2 Pewter). Overall, the
Meramec Hills Chapter completed 7,457 hours of volunteer service in the local communities!

Spring Farmers Market Native Plant Sale + Fall Native Plant Sale, Birding
& Pollinator Festival
Meramec Hills and the Paradoxa Chapter of Missouri Native Plant Society sponsored the
annual native plant sale on the Saturday before Mother’s Day, May 12, at the Rolla
downtown farmers’ market. It was a good collaboration, with many members of both
groups contributing plants they had grown from seed or potted from volunteers. We used
our vendor from Auvasse, MO, Prairie Hills Farms, who has consistently brought us
beautiful plants and declined to raise his prices. Chapter members had also potted up
200 shrub seedlings in early April, which were rooted in and healthy by the day of the
sale. These are sold for $1 to cover the cost of tree pots and soil.
The plant sale was another successful venture though attendance dropped off a bit. We
are missing our KMST public radio station that used to air interviews and announcements to
a part of the audience of native plant enthusiasts who tend to overlap with public radio listeners. But a customer
began airing on-the-spot interviews broadcast to Facebook and that might have gotten a few more customers to
come down.
The MONPS chapter dispensed native plant advice and answers along with literature and sold wildflower posters
and monarch ornaments from their table during the sale. The collaboration has been a rewarding one and will
continue in spring of 2019.
A second native plant sale was planned for the Fall Native Plant Sale, Birding & Pollinator Festival but had to be
cancelled at the last minute due to unsafe weather conditions as a storm was predicted for that weekend. Meramec
Hills volunteers spent many hours preparing booths for this annual
event and working at Audubon Trails Nature Center to get it ready
for the festival. Doolittle Gardens, a local native plant grower, was
scheduled along with a local food truck (also run by a Meramec Hills
member) and a speaker from St. Louis Audubon, Mitch Leachman.
There were to be hummingbird banding demonstrations and nature
photography, birding and wildflower walks on the property. Partly
as a result of this experience Audubon is now talking about raising
funds for a permanent structure for festivals, education and events in
the future. The property is continually being improved and is a point
of pride for the city of Rolla.
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Bray Conservation Area & MDC Projects
The132-acre Bray Conservation Area, located just a few miles south of Rolla, was donated to the Missouri
Department of Conservation by Mrs. Marguerite Bray in 1995, in order to give the local community a place for
recreation and nature education. In that same year, Meramec Hills Chapter graduated their charter class and
began a partnership with Bray; it’s been a long and productive one. Currently, we schedule group workdays 8
months of the year, in Spring and Fall; members are also encouraged to drop in and work on on-going projects
anytime it’s convenient for them. Members contributed 434 hours of volunteer service at Bray in 2018.
-Natural Resources Stewardship: Maintaining trails and removing invasive plants are routine tasks for Bray
volunteers. In the Spring, we devote one workday to clearing brush and weeds around the pond so that student
groups will have easy access to fish. This year, we paid special attention to the glade area off the Dogwood Spur
Trail, cutting and treating sprouts that threaten to overtake it. We also helped to renew the decaying log
educational exhibit on the Bray Loop Trail.
-Native Plantings: Every year, more and more people come to recognize the importance of using native plants in
their landscapes. Our newest volunteer project at Bray, Adopt-a-Garden, aims to transform the flower beds there
into showcases for gardening with Missouri native plants. We have a variety of
growing conditions where we can demonstrate choosing the right plant for the
right place; creating a balanced, purposeful design; and providing proper
maintenance. One bed was planted this Fall with threadleaf blue star and rose
verbena; the project will begin in earnest in Spring 2019.
-Nature Adventure Area: This nature discovery area, geared toward preschool
and early elementary-age children, was designed and largely built by our
Chapter members; it officially opened to the public in August, 2009. Maintaining
the area is another task routinely performed on group workdays. In 2018, we
weeded and removed overhanging branches from the entire area, rebuilt the eagle nest
by replacing rotting stakes and weaving additional grapevines into the structure,
completed the “tree house,” built a teepee frame, replaced lumber and leveled out the
construction zone, and repaired the discovery table.
-Education & Outreach: Bray CA is a perfect spot for our members to receive training as
well as help to provide educational opportunities for the community. In 2018, we held
two Chapter workshops at Bray: Outdoor Skills on July 14 and an Owl Prowl on October
3. We continue to assist with Wonderbugs nature education programs for children and
families (read more below). And our Bray Botanical Collection & Herbarium Project crew
continues to meet, generally twice a month, to collect and catalog specimens of the
diverse plant life at Bray. To date, we have collected 227 specimens (almost 200 unique
plants) and we have many more to go! Our goal is not only to have a complete
herbarium collection, but to develop field guides that visitors can use to identify
the plants they see in the varied habitats represented at Bray.
-Bray’s Wonderbugs: Several of our members join Connie Schmiedeskamp, the
Naturalist at Bray CA, to lead young children in
learning about nature. Wonderbugs is a program
held for four months in the spring and four months
in autumn. On the second Tuesday of each of the
eight months, children from the community gather at Bray to listen to a storybook
about nature, and then engage in an activity to enhance their understanding of the
book. Master Naturalists help “Miss Connie” take the children on hikes through the
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conservation area where they get tips on how to recognize different plants and the different sounds they will hear
as they hike along. Some Tuesdays the group stays inside and makes a craft to take home. These take home
projects give the children a chance to enforce what they have learned by sharing their craft with family members.
It is fun to work with these children, and so rewarding to watch them mature in their understanding and love of their
natural environment.

Truman Elementary & Outdoor Classroom
The Meramec Hills Chapter has volunteered at Truman Elementary School in the
classroom, in their Outdoor Classroom and with the Outdoor Kids Club for ten
years. Events are coordinated by Bob & Pat Perry and 10 other Chapter
members have helped with the various activities.
This year, five classes of 2nd graders were
presented a program on Frogs in their
Outdoor Classroom. After a discussion on the frog life cycle and the various
frogs and toads found in Missouri, Pat dip netted their pond and showed them
tadpoles living in it.
The Outdoor Kids Club meets after school and
involves 2nd and 3rd graders. This year, the 2nd
graders had a presentation on “Tracks in the Snow”
and then made bookmarks to take home. The 3rd
graders did two programs. The first was learning about the
Owls that reside in Missouri including their calls. Then they
each were able to dissect an owl pellet. The second
program involved doing a Tree Survey for the Missouri
Forestkeepers Network. Twenty students surveyed the
health of 22 trees in six different penny plots. The data
was input online. The students were awarded Missouri
Forestkeeper certificates at their end of year BBQ on Wednesday, May 2. They were
also given a Missouri Forestkeeper pin and embroidered patch. This is the ninth year
that members of the Third Grade Outdoor Kids Club have participated in this activity.
Chapter members have also helped out in the Outdoor Classroom by removal of
invasive species and the planting of native flower beds.

Missouri University of Science & Technology
Meramec Hills Master Naturalists continued their collaborations with students at MS&T and began a rewarding
relationship with the RHS Eco Club in 2018.
Following their tradition of an annual Martin Luther King Day of Service in
January, MS&T students volunteered all over the City of Rolla just before the
beginning of Spring Semester classes. Their work with Meramec Hills was to
clean up the flowerbeds at Rolla’s Recreation Centre and transplant the
remaining shrubs to consolidate plantings that had been started and maintained
by Meramec Hills member Val Jontz. Since her death several years ago the
gardens had fallen into disrepair. In addition to the maintenance work to revive
the plantings, they mulched the 1200 square foot pollinator garden that is used
as a demonstration of landscaping with native perennials and maintained by
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Master Naturalists.
Meramec Hills took part in the “Miner Challenge” in February. They
had been asked to visit the meeting of a campus organization with an
interest in conservation that was seeking information about volunteer
projects. This encounter brought a lot of interest to the chapter and
some possible future members. Preparations for Missouri S&T Earth
Day began in earnest in March as two chapter members attended
meetings and helped the Eco Miners as they took over all planning
and execution of this campus event open to the community. Many other
Master Naturalists volunteered their time designing interactive displays
on a variety of topics including monarch migration, stream macroinvertebrates, worm composting, invasive plants,
beekeeping, Cub Creek Science Camp live animals, bats, and Audubon Trails Nature
Center. They also coordinated several other conservation themed booths including
bringing the MDC mobile fish aquarium and Bonebrake Center for Nature and History.
April 20, the day of the event, a Meramec Hills crew was on hand to haul and set up
canopies for all the booths. Almost 700 1st through 7th graders were bused from Rolla
Public Schools through a donation from Meramec Regional Planning Commission
coordinated by a Meramec Hills member.
In May, an MS&T student who is a member of the Bray Botanical Collection & Herbarium
Project represented the Paradoxa Chapter of the Missouri Native Plant Society working
to help visitors to the native plant sale identify shrubs for their yards. In September, MS&T
students from Lambda Sigma Pi Women’s Service Organization joined Meramec Hills to
plant more than 600 pots in a new pollinator garden across from the shopping center
west of Rolla. The planting will be a future demonstration garden at the edge of a fouracre prairie funded partially by the Missourians for Monarchs – Naturalists and
Gardeners project in a National Fish & Wildlife Foundation grant.
A listing of collaborations between Meramec Hills and students at MS&T would not be complete without mentioning
the many workdays at Audubon Trails Nature Center that were completed with the help of fraternities on campus.
The Rolla High School Eco Club contacted Meramec Hills about helping with ideas for beautifying their school with
native plants. Several members of the club joined Meramec Hills members in May to weed and mulch the pollinator
garden at the Rolla Recreation Centre. While they worked they
learned the names of the plants and how to tell them apart from
common spring weeds. Two of the students returned on their own in the
summer to tidy the garden. Since that time the Eco Club has requested
help from Meramec Hills with selection and finding a source for native
trees, Forest ReLeaf, to plant in front of the new entrance to the high
school.

CITIZEN SCIENCE
Successful conservation efforts rely on research; data collected to identify problems, expand understanding and
inform decisions to improve environmental quality. The role of Missouri Master Naturalists as citizen-scientists has
been a vital one, providing field professionals from our state, federal and private agencies much needed feet on
the ground to collect data far and wide. The Meramec Hills Chapter of the Missouri Master Naturalists has
dedicated members who have committed 3,068 hours to citizen-science programs.
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MO DIRT (Missourians Doing Impact Research Together)
Chapter members Ron & Lorely Lather shared this citizen-science project with the Chapter
in 2017 and several members became active participants. This state-wide citizen science
program is intended to educate citizens on soil health and work with citizens to assess a
distinct set of soil properties and how those properties are influenced by microclimate and
climate in Missouri. Data will be collected once a month for ten months out of each year
through 2019. Our Chapter contributed over 250 hours to this citizen science program.

Project FeederWatch
Project FeederWatch is a citizen science project created by the Cornell Lab of
Ornithology and has grown to over 20,000 participants. The beauty of this
project is that it is all-inclusive, educational, takes minimal effort, contributes
data on bird populations to a huge database and most importantly, is fun.
Feeder watching is one easy thing that anyone can continue to do from
parents of young children to those recovering from injuries. Our Chapter
contributed over 160 hours to this citizen science program in 2018.

Natures Notebook
Several members obtain volunteer hours by observing nature and recording their observations. Phenology is the
study of cyclic and seasonal natural events and how these are influenced by external factors such as climate. From
seasonal changes in a redbud tree, migration dates of hummingbirds and even
animal observations, Nature’s Notebook tracks the phenological observations to
provide researchers insight into how climate, elevation and other factors impact life
cycles and seasonal changes. Our Chapter contributed over 200 hours to this
citizen science program in 2018.

NEW CONNECTIONS
In this, our 13th year as a chapter, Meramec Hills expanded its reach but continued to reflect a sense of place. It is
entirely appropriate that an organization devoted to stewardship of natural resources would be grounded in the
natural communities where its members live and work. In fact, this is by design; the program was always to be
“community-based.” Nowhere is this more evident than in the range of volunteer projects, which has continued to
evolve in the last year and reflects the interests of members new and old, the needs of the community, and
conservation priorities.

Prairie Star Farms + Legends of Conservation
The New Year was started at Prairie Star Farm with some black-eyed peas for
luck and the company of some mighty fine folks from Meramec Hill Master
Naturalist Chapter. A two man play at the farm featuring John Muir and
Theodore Roosevelt as the Tramp and the Roughrider drew a large summer
crowd and resulted in the birth of a new organization, the Legends of
Conservation. This new rapidly expanding not-for-profit is led by chapter
members Dale Carpentier, Mark Gordon, Susan Wrasmann, Bruce and Jan
Sassmann. Conservation icon Ding Darling came back to Missouri by way of the Legends group and Rachel Carson
is on the way. The farm will continue to be a gathering place for good humored science-based Naturalists and a
birthplace for an army of conservation legends.
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Waynesville Schools + Stream Team
The theme for Waynesville’s summer school program this year was
“Water,” from rain, to lakes and rivers, to the ocean; and the
coordinator for their Club TIGER afterschool activities contacted
MDC for help in finding a speaker to bring additional information to
share with the students. Chapter
members with Missouri Stream
Team training stepped in to
fulfill this request, and spent one
afternoon with 68 K-5th grade
students at Freedom Elementary and another afternoon with 51 K-4th grade
students at East Elementary. The students learned that Stream Teams are
people who take care of streams to keep them healthy and that anyone can
be on a stream team. They also learned that the very first stream team,
started almost 30 years ago, was in Waynesville! Students visited three different stations to learn more about
water quality and stream ecology. Some of the topics covered included the point and non-point source pollution,
the importance of fresh water and identifying common macroinvertebrates used for water quality testing by
looking at and touching live specimens!

SPECIAL PROJECTS
Core Training Class
While we did not have a core training class in 2018, we did have ten
chapter members who actively worked on preparing for the next Core
Training. We began meeting in September, about six months before the
2019 class Orientation, planned for early February. We laid out a
schedule of 12 classes to conclude before Memorial Day. We fitted
Saturday field trips within that time to match the materials being
presented in classes. Committee members then contacted possible
speakers. By our October meeting, we had only a few class plans
unfinished. By November, we had a full slate. Names of possible students
had been received by our website throughout 2018 and 22 letters were mailed to this group just before the
holidays. One student from the Class of 2017 earned initial certification and four earned their recertification pins
during 2018. We now enter a new year ready for a new group of volunteers.

Evening with Nature
Evening with Nature, our Chapters largest outreach event held every three years,
was attended by approximately 800 people. The audience for the event is
primarily school children along with their
parents or grandparents, but it is open to
the community and several attendees were
there just because they had seen our
advertising and wanted to learn more
about nature and related organizations.
Many families with preschool-aged
children also attended.
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The event was held on March 13, 2018 from 5:30 to 8:30 at the Rolla Middle
School gymnasium. There were 50 exhibitors including state and federal
agencies (Ozark National Scenic Riverways, Missouri State Parks, Missouri
Geological Survey and Missouri Department of Conservation) along with local
chapters of national non-profits (Boy Scouts Venture Crew 84 and Ozark Rivers
Audubon Chapter) and entities such as World Bird Sanctuary, Missouri Prairie
Foundation and Missourians for Monarchs. The Wonders of Wildlife National
Museum and Aquarium presented to an enthusiastic audience in the school
gymnasium. The following morning, Middle School students were given an opportunity to visit the booths that could
hold over for this “Morning with Nature”.
Ten of the exhibits were designed and staffed by Chapter members. A prize drawing was held, and 30 bluebird
houses with “Bluebirds in Missouri” pamphlets and ten t-shirts were given
away. Fifty-one chapter members helped on the evening of the event, plus
prior to Evening with Nature members helped with planning, advertising,
building the bluebird houses and making 350 goodie-bags that were
distributed to children as they entered the event. These bags were made by
recycling t-shirts and intended to provide a bag for children to stash the
educational materials collected at booths. The activities and information
presented at the event was very well-received by children and adults alike!

Bonebrake Center of Nature & History
The Bonebrake Center of Nature and History held the third annual Discovery Camp in July for 15 campers from 7
to 12 years old. Most of the planning for the camp was done by a Chapter member. The children journaled, built
a cobb oven (and later cooked pizza!), learned basics of fishing, archery, and
water quality. They spent considerable time on their hands and knees learning
about ants and participated in a stream clean-up on the Bonebrake property.
All this was between scavenger hunts, hikes and mammal tracks and fur
activities.
Additionally, chapter members helped expand the butterfly/hummingbird
garden near the Bonebrake parking lot. They purchased plants, planted them
and helped maintain the garden through the late summer.

Volunteer Outlet of the Quarter (VOQ)
In 2018 the Chapter continued meeting for quarterly workdays most
seasons of the year where we shared a meal and worked on a bigger
project. This year we missed only a summer event.
Winter: Members of the Evening with Nature committee invited all
chapter members on Saturday the 27th to the United Methodist Church
Family Life Center. The tasks were to create nature journals,
“Passports to Nature” and t-shirt
bags for the third Evening with
Nature in March at Rolla Middle School, an event the Chapter puts on for the
community every third year. One hundred twenty journals and 400 passports
were made along with an uncounted number of t-shirt bags.
At another location, woodworkers met to construct 30 bluebird houses for prize
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drawings during the event. We don’t know if they brought a meal to their workday, but the stitchers and
papercutters did enjoy snacks at theirs!
Spring: The annual VOQ Day at Camp Brim Shire was a little different this year.
The Chapter worked in smaller groups at the end of March to get the camp
ready for the season and for an Open House on April 8. Then on April 8
Chapter members set up an informational booth and helped with parking during
the regional Open House, which celebrated the completion of a new ADA
saltwater therapy pool with internal wheel chair access. Several area dignitaries
attended and were recognized.
Fall: Chapter members and the 2014 core class met for their annual St. James
Park Glade workday and potluck. The glade continues to be improved by these
annual maintenance workdays as more and more space is opened to the light,
eliminating cedars while preserving “character trees” that belong there. Two MDC
state botanists, Mike Leahy and Susan Farrington, have helped the Chapter
identify glade plants that started to appear after the first year, giving the
Paradoxa Chapter of Missouri Native Plant Society a good inventory for their
annual fieldtrips to the area.

Fall Family Fun Day
The 2018 Fall family fun day was held in September at Montauk State Park. The Master
Naturalists and their families started with a tour of the fish
hatchery followed by a fish fry and covered dish picnic. Park
Naturalist Steve Bost presented “Encounters with Nature” and
entertained us with testing our knowledge with live specimens,
pelts, and photos of various plants and animals. After the live
reptiles and plant quizzes, we transitioned into a volunteer
project where we examined and tried to identify a few unknown
plants in the area. It was a good day with lots of fun and good
information.

Audubon Trails Native Seeding Grant Project
Audubon Trails Nature Center contributed 17 out of their nearly 70 acres for a constructed savanna and prairie to
the 2016 Missourians for Monarchs-Naturalists & Gardeners grant project. It was one of
several included in a National Fish and Wildlife Foundation grant that was put together with
projects the Statewide collaborative had identified. After more than a year and a half of
preparation, including the Core Class of 2017 Capstone Project, the acres were seeded by
hand in March of 2018.
Seeds collected by hand during the class project the
previous fall, and cleaned by class members, were added
to the grant-purchased seed mix, then mixed with shovels
into damp sawdust. The sawdust served to “dilute” the seeds
so they could be spread more evenly, and was especially
important for tiny seeds like goldenrod. The “recipe” was four buckets of sawdust
to one bucket of seeds, roughly calculated so as to cover all the ground and not
run out of mix.
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Using the advice of Scott Woodbury from Shaw Nature Reserve, the work crew stood at the edge of each plot,
about arms-length apart, and started grabbing handfuls of mix and distributing them “like chicken feed” in long
sweeping arcs, trying to let the seed fall as evenly as possible. Six people worked eight hours over two days to
accomplish the task. In two to three years they hope to come back and witness the fruit of their labor: blooming
native prairie and savanna plants adding to the beauty of Audubon Trails.

ADVANCED TRAINING
In 2018, Chapter members engaged in many activities helping to further their
understanding of the natural world in which we live. This added understanding helps
each of us be better stewards of our environment. Over the course of our chapter
meetings we invited knowledgeable representatives from various fields to speak to
us. The topics included information on the MDC managed elk herd at Peck Ranch, the
increases in Missouri’s bear population, the state of the amphibians and reptiles in
the state, as well as the importance of pollinators as they partner with plants native
to our area. We heard information on how well our prairies are doing in terms of native plants and the challenges
of oak decline. Earthquake ecology and information on our geology were interesting presentations, in addition to a
presentation on unusual atmospheric effects.
But we did not stay in our meeting room. We went on hikes to explore nature in
the area, we had a Winter Tree ID workshop, and our first Outdoor Skills
workshop. These events allowed us to participate in activities that taught us skills
in outdoor first aid and survival, as well as knot tying…the correct knot for the
correct circumstance. A lot of learning was had at our Owl Prow, but
unfortunately we were unable to call up any owls! We also toured the Mineral
Collection at MS&T where we saw minerals from around the world!
It was a great year for Advanced Training, and we are excited about new
opportunities in the new year.

COMMUNICATIONS
The Meramec Hills Chapter continues to send out and post monthly newsletters highlighting current activities and
providing nature-related information through regular articles on Native Knowledge, Getting to Know You (interviews
with chapter members) and Volunteer Opportunities and Activities. Our Chapter Facebook page continues to gain
attention with 638 “Likes” (an increase of 117 over the course of the year) and acts as a good way to disseminate
information to the community and share photos of Chapter
activities. A new “Explore MOre" post was added to highlight
nearby locations to explore our Missouri outdoors with a new area
to be highlighted every couple weeks. Our events created on
Facebook have helped more people learn about the Chapter as
well
Our Chapters website and web application for data entry continue to be tweaked by their creator, Chapter member
Jerry Barnabee. The stream-lined design and ease of use allows even those unfamiliar with data entry to record hours
for volunteer efforts and advanced training. The chapter’s website continues to be a great resource for all.

ONGOING PARTNERSHIPS
The Meramec Hills Chapter does not have partners as defined by the Missouri Master Naturalist program. Instead, the
chapter has volunteer opportunity sites where ongoing relationships have been established with various organizations. In
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2018, members volunteered regularly at Audubon Trails Nature Center (304 hours), Bray Conservation Area (434
hours), Camp Brim Shire (55 hours), Bonebrake Center of Nature and History (48 hours), Missouri Stream Team Program
(1072 hours), Newburg Children's Museum (34 hours), St James Park Glade (24 hours) and Truman Elementary School
(99 hours).

SUMMARY STATISTICS
Volunteer Service Hours: 7,457
Advanced Training Hours: 1,196
Active Members (members recording training or volunteer service for the year): 74
Members meeting 50% criteria (at least 20 hours of service and 4 hours of training): 50
Members not meeting 50% criteria: 24
Initial Certifications: 4
Annual Re-certifications: 44
Milestone Pins awarded: 13
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(1) The Bray Bunch works to complete the tree house, despite
cold and damp weather! (2) Bray Conservation Area Naturalist,
Connie Schmiedeskamp, reads to children at Bray’s Wonderbug
program. (3) Earth Day at MS&T had a variety of displays to
learn about the outdoors and what we can do to make a positive
impact. (4-5) Children enjoyed the many hands-on educational
opportunities (and fun!) at the 3rd Evening with Nature. (6) At
the Evening with Nature, members coordinated to have a
program from Wonders of Wildlife for visitors. (7) Chapter
members participated in the annual Children’s Festival at the
Newburg Children’s Museum. (8-10) Advanced training
opportunities ranged from the Outdoors Skills workshop to State
Parks Naturalist Steven Bost program on wildlife encounters and
even a tour of the MS&T Mineral Museum. (11) Stream Team
was very active this year, as evident from this clean up! (12)
Evening with Nature was a hit for the community and for
member’s grandchildren! (13) A winter tree ID hike helped some
learn the finer points of identification when the leaves aren’t
around to help.
Photos courtesy of chapter members
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